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Grow Your Business
FastSettle Back Office Process Automation
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www.i2cinc.com

Gain Control of Complex Billing, Settlement,
and Reconciliation Processes
Organizations may choose to build their own back office financial tools, or implement expensive and
complex ERP systems to address needs as they arise, only to find that this strategy often sacrifices
future flexibility and scalability. Over time, these solutions become difficult and expensive to
maintain and prove woefully inadequate to support growth and changing business requirements.

As businesses scale, back office financial needs become increasingly complex. Internally developed
tools, spreadsheets, and human-intensive solutions prove to be expensive and prone to errors.
These solutions ultimately inhibit growth and limit business opportunities, exposing companies to
increased risk:
Unreliable data complicates settlement, causing inaccurate payments and adding cost and time
to settlement processes.
Inability to meet partner service level agreements (SLAs) can have significant financial penalties.
Errors go undetected, leading to unknown and unqualifiable business losses.
Lengthy response times for exception handling and inquiries lead to poor customer service.

Back Office Automation for Any
Business Process
FastSettle from i2c provides a continuous back office financial data processing platform which
scales to handle the needs of any size organization. It integrates with all necessary internal and
external systems and is easily extended through configuration — not development.
i2c FastSettle is a comprehensive, cloud-based platform that automates settlement and
reconciliation processes. It supports automating billing and payments, contract management,
exception handling, and reporting and analytics. FastSettle can be configured for a specific need, or
it can handle your entire back office transaction processing.
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i2c Settlement & Reconciliation
Automate Your Back Office
Provide a single settlement position that eliminates the need to track your individual
positions with multiple partners across varying cutoff times.

Streamline Exception Processing
Integrate your exception handling into your daily settlement.

Reduce Manual Errors and Costs
Automate time-consuming manual processes in reconciliation operations, reducing
errors and labor related costs.

Reduce Staff Time
Minimize the time staff spends on the settlement process.

Enhance Information Management
Make it easier to understand and manage your business with one set of daily
settlement report for all activities.

Generate Revenue
Create new business opportunities by linking buy-side and sell-side businesses with an
exponential effect on sales volume and revenue generation.
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Optimize Your Back Office
Contract Management
Receivables Management
Distribution Channel Management
Multi-Currency Settlement and Reconciliation
Commission Reporting and Management
Billing and Invoicing Payments Automation
Tax Computation and Compliance

A Superior Solution
Coupled with i2c’s industry-leading innovation, monthly product enhancements, and a proven track
record and a commitment to 100% availability, FastSettle delivers a clear ROI for modernizing your
back-office operations.

Consolidate Operations

Increase Automation

Eliminate redundancies

Automate manual processes

Reduce costs from multiple solutions

Improve transparency

Realize economies of scale

Reduce operational and financial risk

Standardize Process

Generate Revenue

Improve consistency

Link Buy-Side and Sell-Side

Reduce exceptions

Support sales creativity

Improve customer services

Enable new business opportunities
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Key Capabilities
Settlement &
Reconciliation

Billing &
Payments

Contract
Management

Exception
Handling

Reporting &
Analytics

Data
Warehouse

Automation

Data Warehouse

Transaction reconciliation and fee
processing functions

Central transaction warehouse with
comprehensive search and
analysis capabilities

Settlement

Integration

Incremental and net settlement

Supports real-time and batch ﬁle

Scheduling
Reconcile and settle at different
frequencies

Case Management
Manage exception handling

Entity Mapping

Notiﬁcations

Flexible hierarchical deﬁnitions

Alerts on completion and exceptions
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The i2c Advantage
Solution

i2c Advantage

Benefits

Flexible Setup:
Web-based Portal
Interface

Configure FastSettle to quickly meet
your business needs and
requirements.

Save time and money by avoiding
costly development projects.

Allow partners and customer service
easy access to reports, files, and
adjustment handling.

Get immediate access to critical
business information to manage
your business.

Multiple Data
Formats

Onboard new partners faster by
supporting their formats, easily
mapping fields via web-based
configuration tools.

Provide a superior partner
relationship experience while getting
to revenue more quickly.

Multi-Currency
Handling and
Currency Exchange

Support partners’ local currency
and exchange foreign currency by
using configurable rate sources.

Complex currency exchange is
simplified, minimizing mistakes, and
reducing errors.

Complex
Commission
Computation

Commission computation can be
complex, based on different rates
owed to different partners, tiered
pricing, and other factors. FastSettle
can manage any commission
calculation regardless of complexity,
enabling any commission plan to be
paid accurately and on time.

Broaden your business and create
more compelling and unique revenue
opportunities free of the restrictions
on creative pricing and commission
options inherent in many legacy
systems.

Contract Definition
and Enforcement

Accurately manage and enforce
contract terms, all in a centralized
location. Modify terms electronically,
making changes as needed.

Ensure all contracts are understood
and are enforced to guarantee
proper service levels, payments, and
overall compliance based on
contractual interpretation.

Multi-entity
Definition with
Hierarchical Support

Handle complex organizational and
partner requirements and apply
business rules that leverage
inheritance.

Address complex settlement and
reporting needs by graphically
configuring (and not developing)
organizational structures and
applying business rules.

Flexible and
Extensible Tax
Engine with Global
Support

Simplify the handling of tax
computation and payment across
your global business.

Confidently expand business
operations to new geographies while
handling tax reporting requirements
across geographies. Minimize
business risk by ensuring tax
payments are made correctly and in
a timely fashion.
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Solution

i2c Advantage

Benefits

Sophisticated Fee
and Billing Rule
Support

Handle fee and billing with ease,
customized to each partner.

Allow sales to be creative with
partner contracts and eliminate the
dependency on the back office
dictating deal structure.

Customizable
Reconciliation
and Settlement
Frequency

Establish and implement any
reconciliation process, regardless of
the number of factors involved.
Setup and reconcile any period
(real-time, hourly, daily, etc.) based
on business requirements.

Meet any SLA regardless of
frequency, keeping compliant with
contract terms while providing the
highest level of partner satisfaction.
Minimize human labor cost typically
associated with manual
reconciliation and settlement
processes.
Reduce or eliminate costly errors
that occur through human or less
flexible settlement processes.

Multiple Time
Zone Support

Reconcile and settle with your
partners when they need to.

Simplify your partners’ tasks and
give them the data they need in the
time they need it on any frequency.

Tiered and
Threshold
Rebate Rules

Support tiered volume rules with
ease.

Create new ways of accelerating
volume and generating revenue.

Incremental and
Net Settlement
Support

Flexibility to provide incremental
settlement and full settlement when
and where it is needed.

Simplify your partners’ tasks and
give them the data they need in the
time they need it, at any frequency.

Manage Multiple
End-of-Day
Cutoff Times

Partner and business unit needs
often require support for more than
one “end-of-day” payment period.
FastSettle allows you to manage
unlimited cutoff times based on
business or geographic need.

Quickly settle accounts regardless
of partner or customer operational
hours. Settle accounts based on
contract and business requirements,
not human limitations.

Single and Bulk
Adjustment
Support

Easily address adjustments from a
graphical user interface.

Make single and bulk adjustments
with a mouse click and have them
inserted into the next run.

Transaction
Grouping Support

Consolidate transactions or
automatically split with ease.

Automate previously manual tasks.

Generate Funds
Transfer Orders

Use FastSettle to create payment
files (e.g., ACH) to further streamline
your operations.

Upon settlement reporting, initiate
payments to reduce additional manual
processes while ensuring payments
are made quickly and accurately.
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Solution

i2c Advantage

Benefits

Alerts on
Completion and
Exception

Know immediately when errors and
exceptions occur.

Manage your business based on real
time information, reducing
unnecessary payment outflows while
ensuring accuracy of settlement
operations.

Case Management
System for
Exception
Handling

Easily track, handle and add
exception items into the daily
processing operations.

Meet and exceed partner
requirements by ensuring any
business process can be properly
accounted for.

Reporting

Comprehensive reports provide
summary, activity, and transaction
detail for all your back office needs.

Quickly address internal and partner
needs with the right level of
information, summary, or detail,
leveraging self-service access as
well as file delivery.

100 Redwood Shores Parkway, Suite 100, Redwood City, CA 94065

+1.650.593.5400 | connect@i2cinc.com
www.i2cinc.com
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